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a, Amore amenable America will strengthen KHRUSHCHEV's 
hand in his running bettie with the CHICOM3. He will thus have 

another reason to say his form of peaceful coexistence is superior - to that of the CHTCOMs*. - ewence or 

é. Conceivably any of President KENHEDY's planned actions to get even mare firm with the Soviets Curing the pre~election year sre thus sabotaged by. the President's murder. ne 

“£2. The Soviets Obviously understood that the death of President KENNEDY would result in the emergence of DeCAULIE as a strong Western deader, DeGAULLE of course says "what's good for France isa not necessarily _ bad for the USSR.* L he .- o cote DT 
sO «Be «~The death of President KENNEDY removes 8 popular rallying point for our allies. Furtherrore, and more pertinent, his death removes a symbol for Soviet intellectuals who have inevitably made “ invyidicus comparisons between their om intellectual desert and tthe , flowering of the arts under the KEXNEDYs. ‘he problem of the intellectuals in the USSR should not be interpreted as the least of KERUSECHEV?s . internal problems. Welmust recall chat beginning with Lenin, intellectuals . have provided the impetus for revolution in the USSR and they comprise ore of the three balls KERUSHCEEV must constantly juggle--the intellectuals, the Party and the Military. | ; te eet ole 

he. If the USSR has any ambitious aims in renipulating U.S. - public opinion their mrder of President KENSEDY would serve to. - 00: 7! @mcerbate the present differences between the radical left and 7:0 | oe right in. #merica. In fact the USSR propaganda rachine began to say °- > the murder was comtted by the radical right as soon as the deed was. done and before OSWALD was captured, a EY 
- i. Finally, the death of President KENNEDY, whether a planned operation or not, will serve the most obvious purpose Of providing . proat af the power and cumisclence of the KGB. This application of Bheer terror eould be interpreted as a warning to Russia's own citizens, | as the Soriet intelligence services have suffered sane very real a xeverses recente ch PERKOVSRY, COLITSIN'’s defection, their ignexiniocus _ epulsion fr Congo, &tce I have long predicted that the USSR: would *+-" _ astic action to halt the rapid erosion of their oe 6ecr a, - eo 

briefly view the CSHALD operation as a mounted KGB 
4.1L the President? What are the essential ingredients? 

fhe KGB had soce three years to assess OSWALD in the USSR. *precate the value that the KGB ettaches to such on the 
. - 
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‘spot assessment. They may ‘algo say that OSWALD was'a nut and properly 

vould not b2 entrus ted with such an operation by the KG5. However the 

yop properly knows that historically most assassins have been unbalanced 

- raladjusted types» 

b. In such an ‘operation the KGB could not use a Soviet ettizen’ 

‘though the very real possibility exists thst OSWALD was assisted by 

a Soviet IMegal of the KGB 13th Devartment. Sticking to essentialecs . 

Tt was a good plan thet did succeed. \ , 

_ Ce OSHALD did escape from the boals pullding. 

d. He did get to a theater which could have peen his 5 point ) 7 oe 

of contact with his illegal case orficer. certainly } we know the GE's 7 

penchant for using theaters for meeting places. ; 

e. After his arrest, which was only aue to ‘hha unfortunate , 

ceneounter with Policezen 4 TIPPEL, OSWALD did xezain silent. How like —. 

the pens. wes § c : Cole AGEL was his bebavior : in this wegards -~ 2 2 ott 

3. Als: she very real possibility exists that the KGB intended 

~~ to Mguidate SWALD at fter he did the job. His meeting In the theater 

was. probably tor just such’a Liquidation or yemoval from the scene. _ 

In RUSY’s vex; in the opevattion we must recognize the possibility that - 

RUBY was also a KGB hatcuet man. Looking at the bare essentials oF. 

his part in the operation we ‘pee the following: So . ? 

a. BUBY had access. to the police § station. ‘Repairs say | he. i ae 

_ personally ime most policemen. oo . oe Ee 

- r. ‘He successfully’ silenced OSWALD. 

ce. RUBY xenaing silent and his cover is holding wp 

ae He has a good. legend of © texporary insanity. | 

e. Ee has a reasonable chance to escape the death sentences 

hk, The under -signea might be better qualified ‘to ‘coment on the 

OSYALD espects.. of this case if we mew the following about his activities | 

prior to his “zparture to.the USSR: {a., be, end c. below offer three 

possible enév2rs to the question, "Why did he go to Moscow?” 

-Piret, OSWALD was a selfemade Marxist or Communist who 

deciced to. go ca his own; that is, he made this decision by himself 

and precpted by no one. . He possibly was looking for a better life 

without knowing what the Soviet Union really; ibe 

; , - 7 = | - | , fa 
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bp. Second, efter OSHALD's discharge as an "undesirable" 

from the Marines, he found himself in a difficult and unpleasant 

“gituation; is it possible that in this situation he waa noticed by | 

a spotter or recruiter for the Diegals or soze other department and 

was considered as a possible candidate for use or recruitment? The 

full Information about OSWALD was sent to Moscow, and on Moscow's 

- order an investigation of OSWALD was made end there followed a decision 

to “invite” him to oscow. Using the word “invite”, the undersigned 

bas in mind that some egents or recrulters through couversations with | 

OSWALD, but without ectually suggesting the trip itself, inspired. 

OSHALD to trevel to the USSR. And, in this case; it is possible that. 

pomeone gave him some financial assistance and same advice on how to ae 

do thise _ -. = a Se a 

c. Third, OSWALD vent to Moscow, or was sent to Moscow, 

by some pro-Soviet, pro-Comcunist, pro~Cubsn organization(s), ~ et 

having in wind thet he would stey in the Soviet Union for a few years, oS 

" Yearning more about the Soviet Union and receiving instructions for | 

future operations, activities, ett. 

5. Knowing for sure that the Soviets never give a visa without 

raking an investigation of the person reking the application, we have 

to make our own investigation of the following questions: © 9 oe. were 

; a. When aid OSWALD first begin to express his wish to go . 

-to the Soviet Unicon? CO FO a 

be ‘fo whom did he talk, whom did he contact at this early -°. 

time, and how much time elapsed between these talks and contects and ~ 

his application? ee - yt ae Ste . 

ce How, whe and through whon did CSYALD get his Soviet visa? 

re a. How long did it take for him to get the vieaT ~ ae 

ee Who personally gave the visa to OSWALD? We must know if - 

the person at the Embassy who talked to CSWALD was a KGB employee. | i 
~ 

. £, When and how did OSWALD travel to the USSR (air, seas 

through which countries; in which countries, if eny, did he make stops; 

_ how long were such stops)? . re 

6.21 Together with the above, it 1s very important to kmow of . 

OSWALD's circumstances before his trip to the USSR. Who knew Im advence 

that he was going and who knew that he kad gonet Mother, brother, 

relatives, friends, neighbors, girl fricnds, ‘poy friends, old buddies, etce? 
-. 
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To whom did OSWALD say goodbye before he Vert for the USSK: personally - 

or by telephone, by mail? Did he ever ask anyone any ‘questions on 

traveling to the USSR? whom? 
ooo 

, 6b - OSWALD in Moscow. When OSWALD arrived in Moscow, he was 

under sbservation, investigation erd comlete control by the KGB. In 

this particular case, under the Second Chief Directorate (CI). Being 

uneer the control of the KGB, at the same time he was under heavy - 

‘dnvestigation directed at answering the, question of why this stupid 

frerican had came to the USSR (it doesn’t make any difference whether . 

they knew in advance about CSHALD or not; anyway, they would conduct - 

nucn ou investigation). Every possible bit of inforration wes taken 

fron OSWALD about the USA, especially about his service in the Marine eee 

‘Corps, etc. At the seme time, OSWALD was under constant observation 

‘and study for possible future use by the Soviet Intelligence and CI | Dee. 

‘gervicese 

J. It should be noted here that any foreigner, especlally an 

hraricar, wno arrives in the USSR for permanent or prolonged stay : 

nlways iy examined by the Soviet State Security as a possible candidate: 

tor future use (special training and recruitment within the USA or 

other countries (but against the USA). After a good study and inves= 

tication which continues about six months in Moscow, under normal. 

firanciel support and minim corfort from the KGB, the KGB wakes its 

conclusions: that OSWALD is clear and is who he claims to be ond 7 . 

that he right possibly be used or useful for ‘Soviet Intelligence or 

Cl Service. NOE: the undersigned believes that during his (OSHALD's) 

first few months in Moscow, additional inquiry and Investigation of. 
OSWALD was going on through the Soviet Embassy in Washington and 

‘throvgh Soviet agent networks in the USA and possibly through pro= 

Soviet and pro-Commmist organizations within the USAe 

G&G. After being a few weeks or months in HOSCOY, OSWALD exoressed 

a wish to stay forever in the Soviet Union and to be a Soviet citizens | 7 

{hen the KGB-eaid to hing "If you really want to be a Soviet citizen 

_and serve the Cocmumist cause, you mist denounce American Imperialism 

and American citizenship.” Therefore, somewhere in.this period, — 

OSWALD went to the US Exbassy and renounced his US citizenship. * <7. 

ffter this act State Security decided to give CSHALD some kind of job ~ 

in accor2ance with his knowledse and capabilities, at the same time 

contiming to study him as a potential agente ee 

9. Because to make a good agent ‘takes a long time and because: 

OSWALD wes imoatientand because he had not yet been given Soviet : 

citizenshiy—the KGB decided not to rake of bim a good agent, but aid - 

not bresk relations with him and decided to use him in a more or less 

we 
Mo - 
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10. Wren OSaAbo Bowed, bume Glosatisfactic2 ehout the Soviet way 

of Ute (1b is usuel for Americans)—-and by this time OSKALD had already 

pet his girl friend (the KGB probably helped him to find her~~to. meke 

hin heppy and to make sure thet he would not leave the Soviet Union)—~ 

' the KGB at the sacs time continued to train hin, ‘probably in the way 

of en old-feshioned Marxist, telling him that he would be a good . 

Lighter against imperialists end against Americar millionaires, such 

ng ROCKEFELLER, KENNEDY and others. And somewhere here, while in this 

ind of training, a Low Level case officer of State Security told hin 

that to beve a better life. in the US you have to fight very hard to 

bury capitalism, as our Wikita Sergeyevich says; together with — 

copitalism, you bave to bury all the millionaires, including your 

first beast and blood=sucker, KERNEDY (NOVE: this is not a tall oo 

story; it is the way tn vhich State Security operates with the stupid 9 .- 0. 

“Pircists and with naive followers of the Communist movement). If om "55°07 

a high level within the KGB it was decided that there is nothing good ~ : 

tn OSWALD end that he is just a naive American and that he could not 

be relied upon fully, but that nonetheless he could be used because 

he io for our cause and is against capitalism in general, then the — 

following would have been s nrestet—-after OSWALD already baa asked 

permission to return to the. USA: OSWALD was told to be e good 

fighter against capitelisn and to secure your Soviet citizenship, you | 

rust show yourself as a good fighter for the Communist cause inside 

the USA; then, we give you permission pecause we believe you are & 

strong Mamcist to return to the USA and to do something for our. 

common caus¢é, such as to help any American pro-Soviet orgenizetions 

or, for instance, pecome a merber of a Free Cuba Committee or in case 

of crisis to do something outstanding--that will be noticeable everywhere= 

that will prove that you are a real Commnist. Then, somewhere here, if 

” he was alresdy ® Soviet agent or note, the girl showed up, or she was | 

_ there before, but by: this time she was pregns + and OSWALD decided to ~ ¥ 

fo to the USA. Then he ves told. After this talk, OSWALD shouted— 

where is your freedom? Ske is my wite, we have a ehild, and I would 

like to go. If he did make e big noise, they decided to jet him and 

her g0; or if he already was a trained agent, then without any kind . 

of noise on bis part, but with some aivticulties, permission was granted - 

for her to go with him. a, . . _ es 

2. Looking at the wite of GSWALD, we should heve in mind that Sale 

phe’ was anit still is an agent or-at least a Low-level informant of the . 

KGB. If she was not before she met OSWALD, she became so after the a 

pecond day she met hin. This is the reguietion in State Security on ° 

how to handic foreigners--it makes’ no difference whether they ere | 

Communists or nobe a . -7 oe 

12. ‘investigation of OSWALD's wife should be undertaken as — ol. 

soon as possible, with special attention being paid the questions to follows 

-- . . . 7 - - 
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First, whois she? Her education, profession, 2pe, family 

background, Party affiliation (Keasonol menbership). If shé was a 

nenber of the Kozsonol, then the Komsozol organization will take any) 

steps possible. against her traveling to the US. Also, she. must be . 

expelled fron the Komsesol, and then she automatically would be 

considered a rember of the Imperialist Carp. Then, if she vas a member 

‘of the Fomsomol and this action aid not take place, it was because of 

KGB interference ageinst stch action. The sane action would relate 

to any of her relatives—father, mother; brothers.eeeif they were 

“members of the CPSU or Keasozdl. , ‘ 

te 

be. To which offices was she invited before and after their 

warriege? If she vas invited to sone officiel Soviet offices, and 12 - 

_ these offices asked her not to marry a foreigner and not to gowlth *- = +” 

hin, then probebly she was not a member of the Komsomol.and she did (7 

+ on ker own wills but if she answers that no one invited her to «>. 

such offices, then the whole job was done by the Kgp—smoosily 2 and _. 

‘quietly, with no talk. going around. about Lt. . : 

Ce Who helped her end how 1 many times ‘to write papers for 

the Soviet Ministry cf? Foreim Affairs to say that she had married - 

an Arerican citizen end would like to go with him to the USA? If 

it was done a few tires and with great difficulties, then probably - 

_ it was done only with a little help from the KGB. If, however, the §. © - 

papers were prepared only once and permission was granted after only” — - 

e few mouths? wait, then everything was done by the KGB . (According a 

'.to the Americen newspapers, her application for permission. to can2 to -* 
the US was processed very easily and quickly.) Cts 

.d, When and where did they register their marriage? ‘Who were 

‘the witnesses to that marriage? How many relatives and friends {of 

i2e) were present at the wedding and celebration, -What kind of 

gifts did they receive at the time of marriage and from whom? Where - 

did they teke up residence efter marriage? Were they given 8 an apertuent, 

or a recon? and in what neighbarhood? 

|e. Where did her husband, OSWALD, work? In wnat factory? ee 
; What were his hours cf work? How long did he spend In Moscow before 

he went to Minsk? Who chose iHinsk—did he or did someone else? eB 

£. Who were her husband's friends? From what circles? a 
Workers? Intellectuals? . > ee - “ 

&. EHov many tines were she and her husband-~while they Lived ° 

together ~- invited to the police statioss or any other Soviet mo 
poverament offices, together or separetely7? (NOTE: There is no other 
office than the KGB which would mke such an invitation. It makes 

- mo difference if they were agents or not.)> : a 
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h. How smart (intelligent) is’ she? “Does she really speak 

po English? Is her English better then she shows or better than it - 

’ should be after peing here only two years? Or worse? Doe 

4. What does she say about life in the Soviet Union? 

j. Did her husband have a gun while he was In the Soviet. 

Union? IP so, how does she know about $6? When did he get it? Did he 

beve special permission to carry & gun?, Did he bring this gun with 

him across the borders? For your information, nobody carries a gua 

in the USSR without the KGB eventually learning of lt. Least of all |. 

en American. TS , _ ee 

- k. Who gave financial helo to them before they left the 

Soviet Union? (NOTE: For a regular worker in the Soviet Union, 1% As. 

. impossible to save enough money to buy a ticket and make any kind of 

“preparetions to go abroad.) a ae a Co 

1. Who gave instructions to OSWALD to ask Por firancial 

assistance at the American Exbassy upon his return to the. USA? 

- m. Was their first child born in Russia--~baptized in the USSR? 

if so, in what church? Whose idea was it? Did they baptize their / 

second child, born in the US? : oo 

. n. If OSWALD never hed a permanent job here in the SA, then 

who was going to finance his next trip to the USSR? How muck did his © . 

wife now about bis plan to return to the USSR vin Cuba 7s 

43. ‘The investigation of the wire should be rade step by step, - 

a keeping in mind and never forgetting that OSWALD as yell. as she - 

<' a. herself were under constant observation and with constant: contacts 

wo. with ergans of the RGB. Without such observation and contacts with 

orgens of the KGB, no foreigner can Live within the. Soviet Union. 
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. In eny investigetion of this case we should not Lose the initiative.” © 

‘sen view of the extraordinary circmstences surrounding this cose the FBI, througe 

the Depertment of Stete, could logically enough remest that the USSR provide. all 

_ pyaileble info on CSWALD’s story in the USSR end the purpose of his visit to the 

Soviet Exbessy in Mexico Clty. A friendly netion can be expected. to Sxtax_such 

‘ ps request. We might learn e great deal from the Soviet reply- fron Os, 


